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a b s t r a c t

Instantaneous and time averaged flame temperatures T̄ , surface emissive power SEP and time aver-
aged irradiances Ē of di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP) pool fires with d = 1.12 and 3.4 m are investigated
experimentally and by CFD simulation. Predicted centerline temperature profiles for d = 1.12 m are in
good agreement with the experimental emission temperature profiles for x/d > 0.9. For d = 3.4 m the
CFD predicted maximum centerline temperature at x/d = 1.4 is 1440 K whereas the emission tempera-
ture experimentally determined from thermograms at x/d ≈ 1.3 is 1560 K. The predicted surface emissive
power for d = 1.12 m is 115 kW/m2 in comparison to the measured surface emissive power of 130 kW/m2

whereas for d = 3.4 m these values are 180 and 250 kW/m2. The predicted distance dependent irradiances
agree well with the measured irradiances.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A pool fire can occur when a flammable liquid is accidentally
released on land or water and ignites. Buoyancy driven turbulent
non-premixed flame is formed above the pool with a very small
initial momentum of vaporized fuel.

Accidental pool fires can happen in the process industries [1]
and during the transport or storage of hazardous burning sub-
stances [2–8]. Some publications about hydrocarbon pool fires
[4,7,9–16,22–29] exist, whereas only a very small number of papers
can be found about organic peroxide pool fires [6,17–21].

Some knowledge of much higher thermal radiation of organic
peroxide pool fires exists [21], compared with those of the hydro-
carbon pool fires. The hazards mostly result from their high thermal
radiation which therefore demands a high control of the storage
equipment [6]. A detailed knowledge of the thermal hazards of
organic peroxide pool fires is therefore of great interest on the safety
prevention in the process industries.

Thermal instability and high reactivity of organic peroxides
come from their molecular structure contains relatively unstable
–O–O– peroxy bonds [21]. In comparison with other organic perox-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 201 183 3807; fax: +49 201 183 4196.
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ides, DTBP is thermally relatively stable and its fire has a low soot
production.

To get values and prediction of flame temperatures (T), surface
emissive power (SEP) and irradiances (E) depending on pool diam-
eter, DTBP pool fires are investigated and results are presented in
this paper.

SEP is usually defined as the heat flux due to thermal radiation
at the surface area of the flame [29]. Several semi-empirical ther-
mal radiation models are used to calculate the SEP of large fires:
the point source model (PSM) [3–5,7,20,29], the solid flame model
(SFM) [3–5,7,20,29,30] and the new organized structures radiation
models (OSRAMO II, III) [3,7,20,24].

To determine the key parameter the time averaged surface emis-
sive power SEP of a flame, also the flame surface AF should be known
[7,24–29]:

SEP (d) = f̄rad(d)
¯̇Q c

AF
(1a)

with

¯̇Q c = ṁ′′
f (−�hc)Apool (1b)

The time averaged AF is determined from the instantaneous area AF
which is influenced by e.g. the flame fluctuations.

Most of semi-empirical radiation models use uniform SEP value
over the whole flame surface AF assuming flame to be a grey
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Nomenclature

ahs area fraction of hot spots
asp area fraction of soot parcels
ax area of a pixel, matrix element, in the thermographic

image (m2)
A area (m2)
AF flame area (m2)
AF time averaged flame area (m2)
Apool pool area (m2)
d pool diameter (m)
dA infinitesimal area (m2)
dG infinitesimal incident radiation (kW/m2)
ds infinitesimal distance (m)
dV infinitesimal volume (m3)
E irradiance (kW/m2)
frad radiative fraction
fm,s soot mass fraction
fv,s soot volume fraction
G incident radiation (kW/m2)
hrim height of the pool rim (m)
�hc specific heat of combustion (kJ/kg)
I radiation intensity (kW/(m2 sr))
IB blackbody radiation intensity at temperature T

(kW/(m2 sr))
k absorption coefficient of the flame (1/m)
kg absorption coefficient of the flame gas mixture

(1/m)
km,s absorption coefficient of soot (1/m)
ṁf mass flow rate of the fuel (kg/s)
ṁ′′

f mass burning rate of the fuel (kg/(m2 s))
NT number of total images in the thermographic

sequence
pa ambient pressure (bar)
¯̇Q c heat of combustion (kW)
SEP surface emissive power (kW/m2)
SEPact actual surface emissive power (kW/m2)
SEPhs surface emissive power of hot spots (kW/m2)
SEPi,j local emissive power of a pixel element (kW/m2)
SEPLS surface emissive power of luminous spots (kW/m2)
SEPsp surface emissive power of soot parcels (kW/m2)
SEPSZ surface emissive power of soot zones (kW/m2)
t time (s)
tb burning time (s)
�t time interval (s)
T emission temperature (K)
Ta ambient temperature (K)
Ti,j temperature of the pixel element (K)
Tin inlet temperature (K)
Tmax centerline maximum emission temperature (K)
x axial coordinate in vertical direction (m)
y radial coordinate in horizontal direction (m)
�y horizontal distance from the pool rim (m)
�y/d relative horizontal distance from the pool rim

Greek letters
˛ absorbance of the receiving area element
ˇF, ˇE view angles referring to a flame element, receiver

element (◦)
˝ solid angle (sr)
� Stephan Boltzman constant (5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2 K4))
εF flame emissivity
ϕ view factor
�a density of air (kg/m3)
�f density of fuel (kg/m3)

�s density of soot (kg/m3)
� atmospheric transmittance

Indices
a ambient
act actual
B black body
exp experiment
f fuel
F flame
g gas
hs hot spots
i, j the position of the pixel element in thermogram
LS luminous spots
m mass
max maximum
p pressure
s soot
sp soot parcels
SZ soot zones
T temperature

(––) time averaged value
〈 〉 spatial averaged values
max(a,b) maximum of a and b
i, j the position of the pixel element in thermogram
OSRAMO organized structures radiation model
pdf probability density function
s direction of propagation
S-VHS super high-speed video camera system

body [29]. Mudan [4] calculates actual SEPact(d) averaged over
the flame surface based on constant SEP values of luminous spots
(SEPLS = 140 kW/m2) and soot zones (SEPSZ = 20 kW/m2). Schön-
bucher and coworkers [7] developed organized structures radiation
models OSRAMO II, III validated for smoky pool fires. In OSRAMO
II the SEPact(d) is calculated based on hot spots (SEPhs(d)) and soot
parcels (SEPsp(d)) and their area fractions āhs(d) and āsp(d):

SEPact(d) = āhs(d)SEPhs(d) + āsp(d)SEPsp(d) (2)

In OSRAMO III [7] SEPact(d) is determined based on pdf distributions
of hot spots and soot parcels.

In this study an actual method is used to determine emis-
sion temperatures T and the surface emissive power SEP of DTBP
and kerosene pool fires (d = 1.12 and 3.4 m) by evaluation of ther-
mograms obtained by a thermographic camera which receives a
thermal radiation from the fire [20,22–24].

The heat flux from a flame which can be received by e.g. radiome-
ter, at a certain distance from the flame is defined as irradiance
E [29]. The time averaged irradiances as a function of a relative
distance �y/d can be calculated as [7]:

Ē(�y/d) = �˛ϕ(�y/d)SEP(d) (3)

where ϕ = f(ĀF, �y/d, ˇF, ˇE) is the view factor, ˛ is the absorbance
of the receiver area element [31], and � is an atmospheric transmit-
tance.

The CFD simulation of large-scale hydrocarbon pool fires is
under developing [7,24,30,32–39] and CFD of organic peroxide pool
fires is almost unknown.
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Table 1
Specifications of the thermographic camera.

Model ThermaCAMTM Researcher
Detector type Patented, uncooled microbolometer 640 × 480 pixel
Spectral range 7.5–13 �m
Thermal sensitivity 0.08 ◦C at 30 ◦C, Standard 50 Hz
Geometric resolution (IFOV) 1.3 mrad
Field of view (FOV) 24◦ × 18◦/0.3 m (local width 35 mm)
Measurement range 40–1500 ◦C, to 2000 ◦C (option)
Accuracy ±2 ◦C, ±2% from the measured value
Digital output 14-bit real-time serial digital video

2. Experiments

Large-scale experiments with DTBP and kerosene pool fires
d = 1.12 and 3.4 m have been carried out on the open air BAM Test-
site Technical Safety (in Horstwalde, south of Berlin). Square shaped
steel trays are used with the rim height of 0.08 m [20]. The fuel layer
had a thickness of 0.05 m.

Emission temperatures are measured using a thermographic
camera (ThermaCAMTM Researcher). In Table 1, the technical spec-
ifications of the thermographic camera are presented. For the
emissivity εF(d) of hydrocarbon pool fires the following values
are used: εF(d = 1.12 m) = 0.95, εF(d = 3.4 m) = 0.98 [22,29,40]. These
emissivity values were adopted for the DTBP pool fires because in
regard to the dependence of emissivity on the optically thickness
of a flame the distinction between a hydrocarbon flame and a DTBP
flame is low.

Table 2
Some important properties of DTBP gas phase, implemented in ANSYS CFX-11 code.

Di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP)

Thermodynamic state Ideal gas
Absorption coefficient 1 [1/m]
Dynamic viscosity 1.20 × 10–7 [kg/(m s)]
Molar mass 146 [kg/kmol]
Refractive index 1.3
Thermal conductivity 0.02 [W/(m K)]
Specific heat capacity 6.85

(17.34 + 0.72T − 3.36 × 10−4T2 + 4.85 ×
10−8T3) [J/(kg K)]

Reference pressure 1 [bar]
Specific enthalpy of combustion −1.78 × 107 [J/kg]

Ellipsoidal radiometers with wide angle are used to measure
the irradiances E(�y) from the fire as a function of the horizontal
distance �y [20].

3. CFD simulation

In the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of DTBP
pool fires (Table 2) a domain consists, in this study of three dimen-
sional rectangular hexahedral unstructured mesh with dimensions
of 10 m × 10 m × 10 m for d = 1.12 m and of 20 m × 20 m × 30 m for
d = 3.4 m (Fig. 1). The domain contains air at ambient conditions:
Ta = 293 K and pa = 1.013 bar. The fuel source is defined as an inlet
boundary with a constant temperature Tin = 373 K and a con-
stant mass flow rate ¯̇mf ( ¯̇mDTBP (d = 1.12 m) = 0.28 kg/s and ¯̇mDTBP

Fig. 1. Computational domain and the boundary conditions for the CFD simulation of DTBP pool fires.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of instantaneous histograms of temperature (b) and time averaged histograms over the total burning time (c) from thermograms (a).

(d = 3.4 m) = 2.70 kg/s) [20]. It is assumed that the fuel is already
evaporated and the fuel vapor is coming through the inlet boundary
surface to the domain. The mass flow rate used in CFD simula-
tion is determined from the experimental mass burning rate ṁ′′

f =
0.3 kg/(m2 s) for DTBP pool fires (d = 1.12 and 3.4 m) [20].

The inlet boundary area is surrounded with a low rim
(hrim = 0.025 m for d = 1.12 m and hrim = 0.1 m for d = 3.4 m) and an
adiabatic ground area. The remaining boundary areas are open
boundaries with defined mass fraction of air (fm,air = 1) at ambient
conditions (Ta = 293 K and pa = 1.013 bar).

A non-uniform mesh is used in simulations with the resolution
depending on pool diameter: 0.35 × 106 cells in the case of the DTBP
pool fire with d = 1.12 m and 0.25 × 106 cells in the case of d = 3.4 m.
The minimum cell size is found near the inlet boundary surface and
is 0.022 m in the case of 0.35 × 106 cells and 0.06 m in the case of
0.25 × 106 cells. The cell size gradually increases with increasing
vertical distance from the pool where cells reach the maximum
length of 0.55 m in the case of 0.35 × 106 cells and 2.6 m in the case

of 0.25 × 106 cells. The time steps depend on the pool diameter and
the number of cells: t = 10−5 s for 0.35 × 106 cells and t = 10−2 s for
0.25 × 106 cells. The number of iterations per time step is 5–10 and
gives a sufficient convergence.

The CFD simulation is started at t0 = 0 with a k–ε turbulence
model with a buoyancy correction term [41,42] to reach a certain
height of the flame. At t = 10 s the flame is developed and for t > 10 s
during a burning time of tb = 10 s a further simulation of a flame is
performed by using scale adaptive simulation (SAS). The burning
time tb starts at 10 s when the flame is developed and ends at 20 s
limited by the CPU time. This means that the flame during the burn-
ing time of 10 s show a real burning. SAS [41,43] is a hybrid model
contains the unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equation
(URANS) and the large eddy simulation (LES), where URANS acts in
the near of wall boundaries and LES in the remaining part of the
domain. SAS is an improved URANS formulation, which allows the
resolution of the turbulent spectrum in unstable flow conditions.
SAS model dynamically adjusts to resolved structures in a URANS
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous thermograms of the DTBP (left) and kerosene (right) pool fire with d = 1.12 m, measured by a thermographic camera.

simulation, which results in a LES-like behavior in unsteady regions
of the flow field. At the same time, the model provides standard
RANS capabilities in stable flow regions. The Eddy Dissipation com-
bustion model extended with the Magnussen soot model is used
to calculate gas combustion and the formation and combustion of
soot [41,44]. A single step overall chemical reaction (stoichiometric
combustion) 2C8H18O2 + 23O2 → 18H2O + 16CO2 assumes that the
fuel is burned with air in one step and lead to the unique products
CO2 and H2O. For thermal radiation calculation a discrete transfer
radiation model (DTM) is used [41].

The coupling between radiation and soot includes an absorption
coefficient of the fire. The absorption coefficient k of a DTBP pool fire
depends on the volume fraction of soot fv,s and its optical properties
and is defined as k = kg + km,s with km,s = 1226 fv,sT [45,46]. The soot
volume fraction fv,s is calculated by using step function of max(0,
fm,s) in the equation:

fv,s = max(0, fm,s)
�s

�f (4)

The software package ANSYS CFX-11 is used for the CFD simulations
of DTBP pool fires [41].

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Flame temperature

The instantaneous thermograms from a flame consist of a matrix
with 640 columns and 480 rows where Ti,j is a emission temperature
of a pixel element at the position (i, j) [20,22,24].

A series of thermograms of a DTBP pool fire (d = 1.12 m) are pre-
sented in Fig. 2a and two instantaneous thermograms of a DTBP
and a kerosene pool fire are shown in Fig. 3. All pixels with tem-
peratures Ti,j < 600 K are not considered because regions of these
temperatures do not make a significant contribution to the thermal
radiation of a pool fire.

The instantaneous temperature distributions of a DTBP pool fire
can be presented by histograms determined from instantaneous
thermograms (Fig. 2b).

Similar flame inhomogeneities and fluctuations are predicted by
CFD, presented in Fig. 4 for a time series.

The time averaged flame temperatures T̄i,j are obtained from a
series of thermograms by using the instantaneous temperatures Ti,j
[24]:

T̄i,j =
∑NT

i Ti,j

NT
(5)

The time-averaged histogram (Fig. 2c) obtained by averaging the
thermograms with the number NT shows a large frequency in the
range of 1040 K ≤ T ≤ 1480 K [20].

From each instantaneous thermogram showing a distribution of
emission temperatures the maximum centerline temperature pro-
file Ti,j,max (x) is determined. The time averaged maximum flame

temperature T̄i,j,max is obtained by averaging Ti,j,max over a series of
instantaneous thermograms. In the following it is set T̄i,j,max = T̄max.
The measured and predicted centerline profiles of maximum tem-
peratures T̄max (x/d) of DTBP pool fires are presented in Fig. 5a and
b. The T̄CFD (x/d) profiles for d = 1.12 m are in good agreement with
experimental flame temperature profiles for x/d > 0.9. In the lower
region of the flame (x/d < 0.9), a deviation from the simulated T̄CFD
(x/d) exists of up to ≈200 K. The predicted maximum temperatures
T̄CFD(x/d = 1.4) = 1440 K for DTBP pool fires with d = 3.4 m is lower
than the T̄max (x/d ≈ 1.3) = 1560 K [20]. The reason for this difference
is probably the use of a single step overall chemical reaction for the
DTBP combustion. A flamelet model for the combustion of DTBP is
in development.

The T̄exp for various liquid pool fires, measured by Hagglund,
Persson, Alger [4] and BAM [20] are summarized in Table 3. The
T̄exp of DTBP pool fire (d = 1.12 m) is up to 280 K higher than the T̄exp

of kerosene, JP-4 and gasoline pool fires at the same d. In a DTBP
pool fire (d = 3.4 m) the temperature is up to 380 K higher than in
JP-4 and gasoline pool fires at the same d.

The reason for the higher temperature in a DTBP fire is the much
higher mass burning rate and in addition the released decompo-
sition energy. The –O–O– bond is less stable than the chemical
–C–C– bond of hydrocarbons as e.g. in kerosene. Therefore the DTBP
molecules decay in the flame. High temperatures (1500 K � T̄ �
1600 K) in the DTBP pool fires lead to a faster oxidation of soot
[46,48] which decreases the soot concentration in these fires.

In kerosene pool fire a relatively large amount of soot is produced
which leads to an increase of thermal radiation to the surroundings
and therefore to an increase of the emission temperature. However,
this increase of the emission temperature is partially compensated
by the smoke blockage effect occurring in the most of hydrocarbon
pool fires, which leads to a certain decrease of thermal radiation
and therefore to a decrease of the emission temperature [24]. The
expected much higher temperatures in a less sooty, non-smoky
DTBP pool fire than in hydrocarbon pool fires, e.g. kerosene pool
fire are not measured because dissociation processes lead to an
increasing number of radicals [47,48]. Therefore, the really mea-
sured temperature in a DTBP pool fire is to a certain amount lower
than the expected high temperature. The emission temperatures in
DTBP pool fires can be explained qualitatively by considering some
details in chemical reaction mechanisms.

4.2. Surface emissive power (SEP)

In this study the SEP is determined by evaluation of the ther-
mograms which are measured by using a thermographic camera.
From instantaneous temperatures Ti,j in each pixel element i, j of
the thermogram the instantaneous SEPi,j is determined by using
the Stefan–Boltzmann-law:

SEPi,j = εF�T4
i,j (6)
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Fig. 4. CFD predicted sequence of instantaneous flame isotherms of a DTBP pool fire (d = 1.12 m) at different times: (a) t = 12 s, (b) t = 15 s and (c) t = 18 s.

The time and spatial averaged surface emissive power SEP is deter-
mined by the following equations [22,24]:

SEP ≡ 〈SEPi,j〉 =
∑

i

∑
jSEPi,jax∑

i

∑
jax

(7)

where

SEPi,j =
∑NT

i SEPi,j

NT
(8)

Fig. 5. Profiles of CFD predicted and measured time averaged centerline maximum
emission temperatures T̄max,CFD(x/d), T̄max,exp(x/d) of DTBP pool fires for (a) d = 1.12 m
and (b) d = 3.4 m.

In Table 4, SEP values of various liquid fuels are presented. The
maximum value of SEPexp for DTBP pool fires with d = 1.12 m and
d = 3.4 m is up to about four times greater than SEPexp of gasoline
pool fires in the range 1 m ≤ d ≤ 10 m. The measured surface emis-
sive power for d = 1.12 m and d = 3.4 m is SEPDTBP,exp = 130 kW/m2

and 250 kW/ m2. The SEPDTBP,exp (d = 3.4 m) is much higher than
the SEPexp of hydrocarbon pool fires with the same pool diameter
(Fig. 6) [20]. This effect can be explained with the higher emission
temperatures and consequently a very low soot concentration in
the DTBP pool fires.

In the CFD simulation SEP is predicted via the incident radia-
tion G onto isosurface AF,CFD or in more detail, dG onto infinitesimal
surface dA of every cell volume dV, placed on the AF,CFD which rep-
resents a real 3D flame surface.

The incident radiation G [24,41,49] is given by

G = 1
A

∫ AF,CFD

0

G dA (9a)

G =
∫

4	 sr

I(s) d˝ (9b)

G (AF,CFD, t) ≡ SEP(AF,CFD, t) (9c)

Table 3
Measured time averaged emission temperatures T̄ of various pool fires [4,20].

Fuel d (m) T̄(K) Comments

LNG 8.5–15 1500 Estimated using narrow
angle radiometer data and
spectral data

Gasoline 1–10 1240
JP-4 0.1–10 1200
JP-4 7.6–15.2 1400 The maximum temperature

at the flame centerline
DTBPa 1.12 and 3.4 1480 and 1580 The maximum temperature

from thermograms
Kerosenea 1.12 1240 The maximum temperature

from thermograms

a Measured by BAM.
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Table 4
Measured time and spatial averaged surface emissive power (SEP) of various liquid pool fires [4,20].

Fuel d (m) SEP (kW/m2) Comments
LNG 8.5–15 210–280 Estimated using narrow angle radiometer data and spectral data
LNG 1 and 4 20 and 50
Gasoline 1–10 130–60 Obtained by the maximum temperature from thermograms
Gasoline 2.5 110
JP-5 30 30
Kerosene 30–80 10–25 Estimated using wide-angle radiometer data
JP-4 1 100
JP-5 1 50
n-Hexane 1 25
n-Pentane 1 and 2.5 60 and 126
DTBPa 1.12 and 3.4 130 and 250 Obtained by the maximum temperature from thermograms

a Measured by BAM.

The radiation intensity I in Eq. (10) is a result of the radiation trans-
port equation [24,41,49]:

dI(s)
ds

= kIB − kI(s) (10)

IB = �T4

	 sr
(11)

The differential Eq. (10) presents the change in I through an absorb-
ing and emitting gray medium along a path length ds in a solid angle
˝ defined around the direction of propagation s [24,41,49].

In the CFD simulation of this study the SEP is predicted in three
different ways: by determining the flame surface area AF, axial pro-
file SEP(x) and by integration of G.

In a first way it is necessary to determine the cells lying on a
defined isosurface. The following procedure is used to predict the
SEP with CFD:

Fig. 6. Measured and CFD predicted SEP of DTBP pool fires and other fuels as a
function of d.

• An instantaneous flame surface AF,CFD is defined as an isosurface
of constant flame temperature T (for DTBP pool fire T = 1060 K is
used [50]).

• The CFD calculated G(t) is averaged over the isosurface AF,CFD for
each time interval �t (an usually value is �t = 0.1 s) to predict
instantaneous area averaged 〈G(t)〉.

• The 〈G(t)〉 is averaged over a burning time of tb = 10 s which results
also in time averaged 〈Ḡ〉 ≡ SEPCFD.

In a second way the SEPCFD is determined by averaging along
the flame axis up to the height x = 8 m for each time step and
over the whole burning time of tb = 10 s. The predicted SEPDTBP,CFD
(d = 1.12 m) agree relatively well with the experimentally obtained
SEPDTBP,exp (Fig. 6). However for d = 3.4 m the CFD simulation under
predicts the measured SEPDTBP,exp by a factor of ≈0.72 (Fig. 6). The
reason for the lower SEPDTBP,CFD values compared with SEPDTBP,exp
can be caused by using the simplified chemical reaction mecha-
nism. In addition, it should be mentioned that the mesh in the case
of DTBP pool fire with d = 3.4 m was less fine compared with the
mesh for d = 1.12 m so that the fine turbulence structures of the
small eddies cannot be resolved. In a third way an integration of
instantaneous G(t) distribution along the z-direction perpendicular
to the x,y-plane is carried out as described in [24].

4.3. Irradiance

In the CFD study virtual radiometers are defined in points placed
at different relative distances �y/d from the pool rim as in the
experiments [20]. For each virtual radiometer a view factor is
defined. A net radiation flux from the flame is received in a certain
computational cell where the virtual radiometer is defined. Time

Fig. 7. Measured Ēexp(�y/d) and CFD predicted time averaged irradiances
ĒCFD(�y/d) from large-scale DTBP and kerosene pool fires as a function of relative
distance �y/d from the pool rim.
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dependent irradiances ECFD(t) are averaged over the burning time
of tb = 10 s and the time-averaged irradiances ĒCFD are obtained.

Irradiances Ē(�y/d) are measured at different relative distances
�y/d from the pool rim for DTBP (d = 1.12 and 3.4 m) and kerosene
(d = 1.12 m) pool fires [20].

The measured averaged irradiances Ēexp(�y/d) of different fires
decrease with �y/d (Fig. 7). The Ēexp from DTBP fires are 4–5 times
greater than those from kerosene pool fires. The higher temperature
and the less soot generation in the DTBP pool fires can explain this
effect.

The CFD predicted irradiances Ēexp(�y/d) are in very good
agreement with the measured Ēexp(�y/d) at the same distances
(Fig. 7). Due to the limited extension of the computational mesh
ĒCFD(�y/d) are not calculated for larger distances �y/d > 4.5.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions are summarized from the results:

1. In the case of DTBP pool fires the time-averaged temperatures
are up to 380 K higher than for kerosene, JP-4 and gasoline pool
fires at the same pool diameter. Opposite to the kerosene pool
fire in the DTBP pool fire occurs no smoke layer leading to an
increase of surface emissive power and therefore to an increase
of the emission temperature.

2. By CFD simulation it is possible to predict the SEPCFD of the
flame. It is necessary to define a flame surface. In this study the
surface is defined as an isosurface AF,CFD of a constant flame tem-
perature, here the time averaged temperature of hot spots. The
predicted SEPCFD is than in a good agreement with SEPexp. Also
by determining the time and space averaged centerline profiles
the SEPexp can be predicted. With the CFD simulation it is also
possible to predict time dependent irradiances ECFD(�y/d, t) and
time averaged ĒCFD(�y/d) by defining virtual radiometers at the
pool rim and at different horizontal distances �y/d from the pool
rim.

3. The presented CFD simulation is a first step to predict the thermal
radiation from accidental DTBP pool fires to neighboring plants
and people.
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